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This book is dedicated to Red,
May you find eternal peace.
And to my wife and wonderful parents,
For just being them!

Foreword

The following story is based on real events. Only names
have been changed to protect the innocent.
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Introduction

We all have choices to make everyday. We can focus on the
past, or the future; we can choose revenge and hatred, or
forgiveness and love. Those choices make us who we are.
This is the story of how my choices made me who I am
today.
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I realized early on that making my peers laugh was the
only way I could be accepted. My status at school was
never certain. I was never able to venture too far from
the thin line that sits between being the daggiest kid in
the cool group or the coolest kid in the daggy group.
Throughout grade school, I would stay up as late as I
could and watch as much comedy shows as possible. I
would burn every joke into my brain and then excitedly
head off to school the next morning armed with my new
and sophisticated material. I was certain to impress my
fellow students with my “classy” wit and joke telling
ability. I was fairly gifted academically, but quickly
decided that doing well at school was only alienating
me further from the other students on my level. It was
clear to me, even in the fourth grade, that I had a choice
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to make; either abandon all hope of ever being popular,
or deliberately stop doing well and focus all my energies on being the funny guy. I chose the latter.
Throughout my school life, I would perplex my teachers by being an absolute clown in class while still
achieving above average grades. The teachers called my
mother so often; she was on a first name basis with them.
Somehow my role as the school clown had evolved. I
was no longer just telling jokes; I was now pulling all
kinds of pranks to maintain my reputation. Often on the
receiving end of hearty beltings when I got home, it
seemed to me that this was the price I would have to pay
in order to fit in.
It is something I have never been able to explain.
Why, at such a young age, I was so obsessed with being
popular. I look back now with a sense of wonder at the
determination with which I pursued cool group status.
I never ventured far from the line between cool and
geek, but I certainly concreted my position on the cool
side. This was rather an unusual place to be. At times I
would be totally accepted and have the whole group
splitting their sides with laughter. Yet at other times, one
of the boys who had a much higher standing on the cool
side of the line, would decide that I was getting too
much attention and would turn on me with a calculated
and vicious attack. Once he had made this decision and
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decided on the appropriate action, my fate was sealed
because the rest of the group would follow him blindly.
These situations usually resulted in absolute humiliation
and being shunned by the cool kids for a couple of
weeks. It was during one of my first “shunnings” that I
learned a very valuable lesson. Playground politics, it
seemed, dictated that while being shunned by the cool
group, it was not acceptable behavior to start hanging
around with the “non-cool” group.
I was expected to stay isolated and alone in the playground. Left to entertain myself, hoping no one would
notice that I had no friends. If I was successful in this
for a couple of weeks, the cool group would usually forget about my particular “shunning.” With a couple of
well placed, yet very cautious jokes I would usually get
back on track.
I developed a way of achieving this goal every time
by not standing still. Every time the school bell rang
signalling morning tea or lunch break, I would begin to
walk a meticulously charted course around the school. It
was imperative that I not walk in the same place, or be
seen by the same kids, too many times or else my cunning ruse would be undone. It is not an easy task to pretend you are always on your way somewhere without
actually having anywhere to go. However, over the
years I became an expert at it.
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I would spend weeks at a time sitting alone in class,
and then marching around the school yard during our
breaks, trying my best to look like I was on a mission. I
would pay close attention while passing a fragmented
section of the cool group endeavouring to remain unnoticed. I would listen for any pieces of gossip that I
could later use to strike up a conversation with other
members of the group. It quickly became apparent that
if I could demonstrate knowledge of a current event or
issue, then the portion of the group I was talking to
would assume that some other portion of the group
stated that it was now acceptable for them to talk to me
again.
By choosing the right gossip, I could accelerate this
process and was back on the cool side basking in the
anonymity and total lack of social security that was part
of being a member of this illustrious group.
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